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Author discuSses five-year.cross-country walking trek
by Liz Herrel
Bison news editor

ASH I
~

Author Peter Jenkins autographs
a_ copy of his award-winning
book.

Keyboard spedalist
to perform Saturday
Michael Iceberg, keyboard specialist, is
scheduled to make his fifth appearance at
the University in a concert sponsored by
the Student Association and the Student
Activities Committee Jan. 28 at 7 p.m. in
Benson Auditorium.
Iceberg, who studied at the Julliard
School of MUsic in New York, performs
regularly at Disney World ln Florida and
has toured throughout the world, according to Dr. Jerome Barnes, professor
of education and sponsor of the S.A.
Iceberg will hold a free preview clinic at
3 p.m. the same day. At the clinic, which
will also be in Benson Auditorium, he will
explain how his iceberg works. The
iceberg is a pyramid that he sits in during
performances which contains his synthesizers and other eauioment. Greg
Foster, co-chairman of the S.A.C., anticipates a large number for the preview
clinic.
Although it will be Iceberg's fifth appearance, Barnes and Foster are confident that the ticket sales will be good,
Barnes said.
"Iceberg likes to come to Harding,"
Barnes said. "He prepares for his performances here by continually updating
his music." This year Iceberg has added
more digital instrumentation to his
Pf'?~m . Tlrls, c~pled with his usually
spmted personality, wi.1l make an enjoyable concert, be said.
The concert will also be a unique experience for freshman and transfer
students who have not seen him, he said.
"Iceberg usually draws a crowd of 800 to
1,000 new students each visit. Many people
will come back to see him. He also has
a loyal following who will travel from
Little Rock to see him."
Tickets are on sale for $3 in the student
center and in the media center.

Peter Jenkins, author of "A Walk Across
America," presented a slide show and
shared anecdotes about his five-year walk
across the country in the first lecture of
the American Studies program this
semester Tuesday night in Benson
Auditorium.
Jenkins presented a 15-minute slide
show containing just a few of the 50,000
slides he took while on his journey across
the country. The show was accompanied
by a variety of music ranging from
classical to country to pop.
Before and after the slide presentation
Jenkins briefly discussed the details of his_
trip and related some of his favorite
stories about the trek.
Jenkins summed up by encouraging the
audience to see the country. "Most of us
are going to spend the rest of our lives as
Americans," he said.
·
·"I don't think it is so important to find
out what you want to do when you are a
sophomore in high school and stay on that
track," Jenkins said.
After Jenkins graduated from college in
upstate New York, he was undecided
about what to do with his life, he said. He
"discussed" it with his dog, Cooper, and
made the decision to walk across the
country to see what America was like
outside of his Greenwich, Conn. home ..
Mter five months training Jenkins left
his college campus in New York and

started his five-year adventure with his
dog. "I was bright-eyed and bushy-tailed
and ready to attack the world," said
Jenkins. "When I started, I absolutely
hated this country."
.
Why did Jenkins hike across the United
States'? "I walked to find out what
America and her people were really like,''
he said. "It's so easy to get caught up in
your own family, your own church, your
own school, your own life. You forget what
the rest of your country is like."
He started south with a backpack
containing a down sleeping bag, a down
jacket, blue jeans, a camera and
"everything I would need to survive," he
said.
Jenkins discovered life outside the city.
"One of the great things about the people
of the country and the South is that they
still take the time to talk to you, and they
are great story tellers," he said.
TWo of the anecdotes he told the
audience took place in the South. He spoke
about a confrontation with a fat sheriff in a
small town in Alabama who invited him to
lunch in his sister-in-law's cafe. The two
men shared stQries about life in their
respective parts of the nation; he said. ·While Jenkins was in North Carolina he
lived with a black family for five months,
he said. He was playing basketball with
two of the boys in the family one night in a
segregated schoolyard and convinced the
boys to camp out with him.
·
The next night the boys invited him to
have lunch at their home, he said. The

boys' mother invited him to stay with the
family until he got ready to move on.
One rule of the house was that he attend
church with them every Sunday. "They
showed me what Christianity was all
about," Jenkins said.
For five months Jenkins shared with
that family through good times and hard
times, he said.
While Jenkins was in the South, the best
thing that happened to him was that he
found a wife, who continued the rest of the
walk with him. Cooper was killed after a
year of the trip.
When Jenkins and his wife finally
reached Oregon, they invited all the people
they had stayed with on the trip to walk the
last mile with them, he said. It was the
middle of Jan. 1979, and one of the worst
winters in a long time, so they did not
expect anyone to actually come to make
the walk with them. To their surprise, 400
people showed up to walk, he said.
Jenkins gave a free autographed copy of
his book to every member of the audience
who had a birthday on Tuesday "to show
appreciation for coming out to hear me,"
he said. Jenkins also autographed copies
of his book for other members of the
audience.
Jenkins, his wife and two children now
reside in Springhill, Tenn. on a 150-acre
farm just outside of Nashville.
Jenkins plans to join an American group
to climb Mount Everest this summer, he
said. The group plans to c;:limb from China.

-

Winter Wonderland
Seniors ladonna Curtis and loretta Alessio carefully make their way to class on the icy sidewalks of the snow-covered
campus.
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Re-examination needed
to achieve proper focus
As students at a Christian school, we face a major
challenge. We must continuously decide if we are to
be the most ambitious, achievement-oriented students
we can be or if we are to be constantly concerned with
personal growth and evangelistic outreach. Another
alternative is to be both at the same time, and that is
the challenge.
To accomplish this we must give our best efforts to
the time we spend at the University, and we must also
look to the administration and faculty for the
direction and leadership which can help us accomplish this goal.
Most individuals here have pledged themselves to a
lifestyle which demands their best efforts in whatever
they do. Change is oQ1 occasional with these people; it
is a part of their discipline to recognize flaws in
themselves and correct t hose flaws.
They are referred to as "people" because they are
human and bear all the characteristics that humans
have. Errors in their lives are not uncommon.
Mistakes are made by them. Nonetheless, they
persevere to correct the errors, learn from the
mistakes and rise above them both to new levels of
achievement.
The University is a conglomeration of these people
and therefore bears the same characteristics - the
errors and the mistakes as well as the ability to
overcome them and grow from them.
The University has a- great deal weighing in its
favor. A hard-working administration, a caring
faculty, a devoted staff and a spirited student body
head the list of attributes. The negative aspects of the
University are far outweighed by the positive.
However, the University needs to develop the habit of
reevaluation that individuals here already possess.
If it is good for people to review their lives and
make c hang~, and if the University is a
conglomeration of people, then it is good for the
University to evaluate and change. As long as it looks
only at flie positive aspects and represents itself with
t hese, the University is ignoring negative aspects,
allowing them to fester and misrepresenting itself.
It is prudent to accentuate the positive. rt is easy to
overemphasize positive aspects when there are as
many of them as the University has. It is not wise to
ignore the negative. The University, all of i1, must
. meet t he negative aspects: face them and conquer
them. Then we can once more focus on the many
positive aspects of the University.
-M.P.C.
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Brotherhood Watch standardizes truth
Christ icins
in the
world
II

Kevin Fuchs

NEW! AWESOME! It's the Brotherhood Watch
Program.! Are you tired of everyone having their own
religious beliefs? Tired of everyone interpreting the
Bible for themselves? Have you longed for an official
standard? Are you frustrated and confused because
there's no one to tell you what you believe? We have
the answer. No more liberalism. No more divisions.
No more decisions. Congregations across America are
returning to 19th century Christianity with the help of
· the Brotherhood· Watch Program!
Here's what people are saying about this
revolutionary new program . . .
"My Christianity's so .m!Jch simpler now! "
••r like knowing if a preacher's liberal without
wasting my time to go hear him mysetfl"
"I used to have to adjust my opinions every time I
learned something new. Now J can just accept the
official pOsition and defend it for the next sixty
:)'e8.J:S I "
Yes, you too can join the Brotherhood Watch
Program. Here's wha~ you'll receive . . .
50 official Church of Christ softball caps.
Church Window Sticker reading "Liberals Beware:
This co~gregation protected by Brotherhood Watch!"
Brotherhood Watch Handbook gives the official
position on such crucial issues as marriage and
divorce, giving the Lord's money to poor people, and
drinking fountains in the church puUding.
Don't be left out in the cold! Join the Brotll,cdtood
Watch Program today!
Strange advertisement, huh? Are there some things

in it that bother you? They bother me. Sure it's a
phony ad, but I have heard many of the above
statements. And some of the paraphernalia I mentioned were sold at a recent lectureship. So what's the
problem? It offends me to see followers of Jesus acting
like part of a denmnination. Living by a creed. A
creed is a set of beliefs that a group accepts.
Christians don't need creeds. If we are children of
God that's all the common ground necessary. We can
disagree. I don't qtean truth is relative. Truth is
absolute. My understllnding of it is relative. We often
say that we have the truth. Do we mean that we teach
the truth? Big deal. The Pharisees taught truth. The
important thing is living the truth.
Discipleship .is for individuals. Every one of us
needs a personal relationship with God. We may be
taqht the Cruth from pareu.., preacben ud friends,
but without prayer and Bible study It Is at best a
second-hand relationship!
We've all had teachers. We are indebted to many
throughout history for our faith. But we must press
on. We will never arrive at all truth. But we don't need
creeds.
We must never cease to be a movement. If we do the
Spirit will leave us and raise up another people. Cry
out to God that it will not be so. We must be ploneen
of the future, not guardians of die past!

Staff Members
Tim Alexander, Bobby Davidson, Jaime Deeter,
Kirsten Eckerberg, Linda Ford, Shawn Goodpasture, Kay Coree, Debbie Grant, Robert
Hayes, Tr-oy Johnson, janet Knickerbocker,
Carol landerfelt, Cacky Supplee, Karen
Thomson, Debbie Turner and Jim Ware.
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commentary

Yes and Rolling Stones still creating super albums
Led Zeppelin, The Who, The Rolling Stones ... all
these bands are synonymous with one term - "supergroup." Being a "super-group" is no easy task. It
takes years of developing a sound, a style and a
commitment to staying progressive in creating music.
Very few artists reach this magic level of creativity. In
fact, you might even be able to count them on ope .
hand. But that hand would certainly include
Yes.

wide tour ever and a platinum album? Good question.
The Stones just stay busy. Staying busy is something
they most certainly do well.

OHbeat

The result of staying busy is their album "Undercover." After twenty years together they manage to
stay contemporary while holding onto their blues
roots. "Undercover" displays both.

Mark Hutson

Now in their 16th year together, . Yes has once
again established itself as being in a class of its own.
The interesting thing about this stage of their career is
how this new album, "90125," came to be. In actuality, after the r~lease of their last album, "Drama,"
in 1980, the band appeared to be dissolving. John
Anderson, the vocalist on the previous 14
albums was absent from the Yes lineup. Also missing
was Rick Wakeman, the flashy keyboard player on all
but three Yes Ips.

"Undercover of the Night," the first single off the
lp, opens side one. This, the most upbeat of the ten
songs, features the rhythm combo of Charlie Watts on
. drums and Bill Wyman on bass. Believe it or not they
are 46 and 48 years old respectively. "She Was Hot" is
the second cut and the second single from the lp. This
cut is the most like the Stones tunes you're used to
hearing. "Tie You Up" is a funky blues track with
some good guitar work by Richards. "Wanna Hold
You" is the only song on "Undercover" which Jagger
does not sing; Keith Richards takes over on it.
Whenever possible, skip this one. "Feel on Baby,"
another bluesy cut, also has a touch of reggae.
Side two starts out with a morbid track called "Too
Much Blood." Jagger raps about some extracurricular
activities of a character of strange motives. This cut
features a horn section and an upbeat tempo which
smoothes over the storyline. The next cut, "Pretty
Beat Up," features a fine sax solo by David Sanborn
of jazz fame. "Too Tough," like "She Was Hot," is
another typical Rolling Stone tune. Nonetheless it is
effective. This style continues through the end of
"Undercover" with "All the Way Down" and "It
Must Be Hell."
Considering most of the Stones are forty years old
or better, I applaud this album out of admiration and
gratitude. You never know which album will be their
last.
Rating: ***

the.group's latest Ip is refreshing to the longtime Yes
follower.
Side one st~rts out with their first number one
single, "Owner of a Lonely Heart." The guitar work
on this cut is very un-Yes as far as the previous
albums featuring Asia founder, Steve Howe, are
concerned. Rabin brings a harder edge to the group's
approach to many of the albums nine tracks. This is
evident in the next song as well. "Hold On" is a
typical example of the Yes sound in that its strength
lies in Anderson's voice. Squire's bass and White's
drums, as in all Yes songs, provide the canvas for the
entire picture. "It Can Happen," as in most of 90125,
features the band's ability to harmonize with a
distinctive twist. "Changes" closes out side one. This
cut more than any other sounds like the Yes of days
gone by; it has many intricate musical pieces within it.
An instrumental recorded line called "Cinema"
opens up side two. An a cappella intro to the next
song, "Leave It," displays the band's overflow of vocal
talent. "Our Song" is about the only tune on "90125"
without some sort of distinction to it. It is followed by
"City of Love," the heaviest song on the album.
Closing out "90125" is "Aearts," a mellow tune with
a message ... "One heart's for love-One's for givingTwo hearts are better than one."
It takes fine hearts to make up Yes. And it would
seem five - hearts were determined .: to produce
something special. That they did.
Rating: ****

Chris Squire, who co-founded Yes with Anderson
and was the only Yes member on all sixteen albums,
realized the group's demise. In fact he started work on
a new musical project, Cinema. Cinema would consist
of Squire, Yes drummer, Alan White, guitarist Nevor
Rabin, and the original Yes keyboardist Tony Kay.
The band rehearsed for months and landed a
recording contract. When the recording process
began the musical tracks were completed without a
song. Then it was time for the vocal tracks to be laid
down. Rabin was to do the lead vocals. Having three
solo albums to his credit, he was definitely qualified,
but something just didn't sound right. Squire took a
chance and called Anderson in to give a listen to
Cinema. He liked what he heard so much that he
agreed to join up with his old friends. The old friends
canned the name Cinema and opted for Yes.
With the new album's release the group members'
friendship is the only thing that remains old. "90125"
is the most progressive and listenable Yes album in
nearly a decade. Their signature sound still remains
intact, but this album has a crispness in its approach.
With most of its members approaching their forties,

Note: Albums are rated as follows:
lndisp_ensable, flawless in context
****
Excellent, record of substantial merit
***
Good, appealing to fans of that style
**
Mediocre, record of some value
*
Poor, remarkably ill-conceived

*****

What. does the "greatest" rock and roll band in the
world do after producing the most successful world

White bean·s Race Street craze?
Interchanges
Etta Madden
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Colonel Sanders gave us fried chicken. Next came
sausage and biscuits. And now we have white beans.
White beans are a southern delicacy. They are so
delectable that a local seafood chain has added them
' to the menu, hoping to boost business. Let's face it.
They are especially popular among college students,
ranking somewhere between grits and turnips greens.
Ignorant Yankees, Midwesterners, Westerners and
Californians take note: white beans are not to be
confused with lima beans and butter beans. They are
sometimes identified as navy beans, but they are
definitely not blue. Although called wh'ite, the beans
have a pinkish tone. As far as flavor goes, they are
indescribable.
What a dilemma this establishment has added to
our world of hamburgers and fries! With this new
Race Street offering, the routine cruising time has
increased three-fold. The decision of where to eat is
traumatic.
Searcy residents dread the traffic congestion that
will ensue as the good news spreads and cars begin
turning
in and out at all hours. Instead of making. . .
~
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Qu,r Policy

midnight runs to Frozen Delight, students will soon
stop in for a pint of white beans "to go" to satisfy
those late night cravings.
But the restaurant is making one mistake. Where
are the cornbread and skillet-fried potatoes? White
beans must be served with lots of pot liquor over hot,
buttered cornbread. Skillet-fried potatoes, so
saturated with grease that they cling to a paper towel,
are another complementary side dish. And where is
the fat back? Bits of ham will suffice, but nothing
beats the savo11 of hunks of. pork. fat. The restaurant
has a good idea, but it could be expanded with a few
side dishes.

Letters to the editor are welcome They
should be typewritten and should not exceed
200 words. Letters must be signed to be printed, although names may be withheld on request The editor reserves the right not to
print letters which may be libelous or ofiensive. Letters should be addressed to Box 1192
or delivered to the Bison office . The dead I ine
for publishing in that week's paper is Tuesday
at noon.

Other restaurants should take note. Think of all the
other Southetn ! specialties that have been inadvertently overlooked or intentionally neglected by
international chains: hominy, collard greens, pickled
pigs' feet, okra . . . .

Campusology
Today
"On the Right Track," 7 and 9:30 p.m., Benson
Auditorium.
Tomorrow
GMAT, 8 a.m., Bible 100.
Michael Iceberg, open clinic, 3 p.m., concert, 7
p.m., Benson Auditorium.
Monday
Final date for enrolling for the spring semester.
Men's and women's club meetings.
Bisons vs. UCA, 7:30 p.m., New Gym.
Thursday
Bisons vs. UAM, 7:30 p.m., New Gym.

Okra! What a great idea. It could be served in three
different styles, boiled, pickled and fried, to appeal to
every family member. On Spring Sing weekend, there
would be one place to eat that would please everyone.
No more arguing over Wendy's and McDonald's.
Grandmothers love it pickled. For those who want to
swallow it whole, the slimy, stringy green stuff slides
right down when its boiled. And anyone can eat it
fried when it's doused in ketchup.
Student appetites are not easily satisfied, but with a
few more menu additions like white beans, Searcy
restaurants will keep ,our nwuths. ~atering..
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Students receive research help via library computer system
by
Carol Landerfelt
R><on <tm w"'"'

La$t August the library purchased a
computer terminal which gave t.he
University a~s to a new s~~tem . of
research, according to reference llbranan
Buddy Bear~. .
.
.
The _termmal 1s l~ked m to an _mformation warehouse m New York which
sto~es a~d indexes data for the purpose of
nationwide research. .
.
There. are fo~r maJor areas of mfo~mat10n av~ll.able to researchers:
sci_e~ce , medicme, psycholog~ a!ld
rehg10~. Some of these contam mfo~mabon from as far back as 1966, Beard
said.
. .
The procedure for a student wishing· to
utilize the riew system begins with the

. the h'brary, Bear d sat'd . If the l'b
1. t m
1 rary·
does not have a particular article, he will
contact librarians at other schools and
request for it to be sent.
According to Beard, this new system of
research saves a lot of time. "MoSt searches can be done in 10 or 15 minutes,
whereas it would take hours to dig up the
information the traditional way" he said
Beard also suggested that the' compute~
system increases the quality of a student
research paper.
"The computer research system often
tends to be more accurate than student
research because a machine doesn't get
tired," he said.
When Beard does a search, he likes for
the student to be present
" It is best if the stud~nt is with me
because he can provide additional in~
formation about the topic that will speed
up the process. It also gives him the opporbmity to observe the procedure and
learn how it works," he explained.
Those students who have taken advantage of the new program have been
very pleased with the results.
''I think the prograi•• is excellent. I am
really pleased to see Harding get it. It is
necessary for anyone serious about doing
a thorough job," senior David Gendron
said. Gendron, who is a psychology major,
has used the new research program three
times, once for an experimental
sociological psychology paper and another
time for a physiological psychology paper.
The new computer research program
has been advertised in the classroom
by Dr. Robert McKelvain, associate
professor of psychology, and Dr. Ed
WiLson, professor of physical science, both
of whom have used the program at other
institutions and highly recommend it.

. .
filling out of a data sheet detailmg
a
particular topic, Beard explained. From
there, Beard begins work.
He first looks in a thesaraus to find the
best P?Ss~ble term to res':8rch the topic.
Once 1t 1~ located, he s~gns on to the
computer m New Yor~. It m turn requests
what data ~ank he wtshes to search. He
then types m a four letter search code
which _loc~tes the s~cifi~ data . and
transmi~ It to the Umversity terminal,
Beard said. .
.
. .
. Next t~ titles of ~rt.Icles c~ntaimng
mformabon on the topic m _queshon show
up~ the scr~n. Othe! b~SIC footno!e and
bibliogra~hy mform~t10n IS also available.
. Once this process IS completed_, the r~t
lS up to the student. The burden IS on him
to make use of this information by locating

i}i..
Campus T.V. station airs Monday;
new types of programs are planned
Channel 12, the University-operated
Searcy cablevision station, will resume
airing on Jan. 30, according to Lou Butterfield, faculty advisor.
Channel 12 plans to add several new
programs to their lormat this semester. A
musical varjety show featuring local
talent and a children's show similar to
Sesame Street, will begin airing this
semester, according to ~ke James,
channel 12 program di rector . T.he
televjsion station also plans to sbow
delayed broadcasts of the Bison, Harding
Academy and Sear cy High School
basketball games, he said.
With a semester of experience under

their belts, the directors of cha.nnel12 are
very optimistic about this · semester,
Butterfield said. "We bad a few problems
to work out, but that was expected for the
first semester."
One problem the directors had
was people volunteering to work and
then quitting after a few weeks. " We
would train people to work the cameras
and then they would get tired of working
and quit," Butterfield said
There are positions available for: anyone
who is committed to work for channel 12.
Those who are interested should contact
Butterfield in the Ganus BUilding, Room
208.

So far, response t o th e program has not
been as good as expected.
"I have conducted 30 s~rches, mostly
for psychology and chemtstry students,"
Beard said.
.
_
The student does mcur ~ s~all fee of
usually less than $30. This mcludes a
tele~hone cost of $8 an hour and a general
service charge.
_
It is a~ailable to students from 6 ~.m. to
1_1 p.m. For best results, _come durmg the
library hours," Beard said.

Visit Us In Our
New Location ...

305 S. Main
•
•
•
•

See Us for Your
Office Supplies
Drafting Supplies
Wedding Invitations
Printing
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Searcy, AR

Do You Want A Good Haircut At An AHordable Price?
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Croups ready for summer missions at home, abroad
University students are planning now to
go on campaigns this summ~r both in the
United States and abroad, according to Dr.
Don Shackleford, professor of Bible and
director of International Campaigns.
Along with International Campaigns,
which includes groups going to Scotland,
England, Italy and Australia, there will be
Venezuelan Campaigns, Campaigns
Northwest, Campaigns Northeast and
May Campaigns.

Wedding Invitations
Banquet Programs
Club Stationery

HARDING

PRESS
COMMERCIAL PRINTING
AND LITHOGRAPHING
300 South Remington
Box 758, Station A
SEARCY, ARK. 72143

TElEPHONE 501/268-8.431
CAMPUS EXT. 341

The international groups are currently
raising money for
travel and
living expenses for the six-week
programs, Shackleford said. Students
raise funds by sending letters to friends
and congregations asking them to help.
International and Venezuelan campaigners must raise an average of $1,500
dollars, he said.
The International Campaign groups now
meet on Wednesday nights to study the
history and culture of their countries and
to practice singing and methods of personal work.
Leaders of the six international campaign groups are Dr. Kenneth Davis,
prof.essor of music, and Mike Jones, a
University graduate, .to Scotland; James
Walters, instructor of Bible and Greek, to
England; Tom Eddins, assistant profe5sor
of Bible, L. V. Pfiefer, associate professor
of Bible and Ted Uoyd, associate
professor of physical education, to
Australia; and Dr. Carl Mitchell,
professor of Bible, to Italy.
"This is as great a work as any student
could do in the summer. Students are
needed in all of the campaigns," Davis
said.
Mrs. Ava Conley, associate professor of
Spanish, and her husband Bill are the
leaders of the Venezue!an group
which consists of nine people who will
work for about six weeks.
The Venezuelan group is unique in
several ways, Conley said. It is necessary
to have had two years of Spanish before
going to Venezuela, because the group
does no literature distribution or doorknocking. Instead, they teach one-on-one
Bible studies in Spanish. Academic credit
in Spanish is also available.

lEI

The group meets. weekly to learn new
cultural concepts and songs, have Bible
studies and share time together while
speaking Spanish.
Nineteen students are currently in:
volved with Campaigns Northwest, according to David Kratzer, instructor of
computer science and faculty sponsor for
the group.
They will live with families in the Northwest and work with a specific
congregation for the entire summer, he
said. Campaigners must raise $250 for
travel expenses.
Fifteen students are planning to work
with congregations from Florida to
Connecticut as part of Campaigns Northeast, according to Richard King, instructor of Bible and faculty sponsor.
The group meets weekly for devotionals
and training. The week after fmal exams
they will have a retreat for more intensive
training, he said.
May campaigns are sponsored annually

I Forum_
· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
What are some benefits of summer campaigns?

EYE CARE CENTER, P. C.

ppt~metry

THE
DILLIN~WEST

century church must have been like
in its simplicity and in its adversity."

Brad Burt, a junior from Dallas
who participated
in Australian
campaigns.

"We always hear of the great need
that there- is to take the Word to
people everywhere - both at home
and abroad. The greatest single
benefit for me was understanding
that need firsthand and being able to
deal with those people directly."

RIPPIN - KIIHNL
31 1 North Spruce Street
11ighway 367 South
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
Bald Knob, Arkansas 72010
501 /268-3577
501/724-6376 .
Call Toll Free: 1-800-592-2020
Howard F. Flippin, O.D.
Michael Kiihnl, 0.0.
General Optometry
General and Pediatric

by the College Church during the week
following final exams in various Arkansas
towns, Shackleford said.
"There is no cost for these campaigns.
They do not interfere with summer work.
Students can go on a May campaign on
their way home," he said.
"It is still not too late to go on a campaign if someone decides he wants to go.
I've never had a student who really
wanted to go on any campaign who was
unable to go in my 11 years of experience
with the group. You can't outgive the
Lord," Shackleford said.
"You might think you're going to help
the people, but you'll never have a more
strengthening, uplifting experience. But
summer campaigns should only be an
extension of your Christian commitment
on campus. Crossing the water won't
make you something you're not," he said.
Interested students should contact
Shackleford in room 113 of the Ezell Bible
Building or at ext. 448.

David Phillips, a
sophomore frcim
Lenoir, N.C., who
participated
in
the summer campaigns in Italy.

"In Catholic Italy, our efforts
seemed to be greatly needed and
appreciated by the small and often
isolated native congregations. We
were, as they put it, "a shot in the
arm," a boost to keep them going.
"The experience was valuable for
campaigners in that it helped them
understand better what the first

JoEllen Noland. a
senior from Tinton Falls, N.J.,
who went on Italian campaigns.

"Italian campaigns really opened
my eyes to the universal bond that
ties Christians together. Wherever
we went, the church overwhelmed
us with love and acceptance, despite
the language barrier and cultural
differences."

Mary Eudaly, a
senior from Rolla,
Mo., who participated in campaigns in England.

"I learned how to relate to people
in other cultures and I enjoyed the
time I spent with members of my
campAign group. It's a great opportunity to meet Christians all over
the world and to make lasting
friendships."

MARRIAGE

vows.

112

When Dillin· West photographs your wedding we promise you our
uery finest talent from years o{ experience to create an elegant
photographic story of your wedding {or years of remembrance.
VOW: Our professional expertise
in counseling and suggestions will
be yours for advance planning of
your wedding.
·

VOW: We will help make your
wedding day go smoothly as we
quietly record the love and emotions of your day.

VOW: We promise you our special
posing and lighting in order that
you will have a wedding story personally yours.

VOW: We will honor and obey the
code of ethics of professional
photography. You can count on
our relationship as very special.

112
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ALL SWEATERS 1h OFF
(except sleeveless sweaters)

All our sweaters are on sale
below our actual cost
IZOD • MUNSINGWEAR • V-NECK •
CREW NECK • CARDIGANS

All Long Sleeve Levi Sport Shirts % price
Leather Jackets ••....•.•...•..•••••......••...... $99.88

liJ

By Appointment - Call 268-9304

New Studio- 1407 E. Moore Ave.
Searcy, Arkansas 72143

•

ARNHOLT'S LOWER FORTY
Westside of the square

Next to Dryer's
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Nigerian program offers practice in medicine, m.issions fol
by Linda Ford
nl,llll ,r.;r' ,, 11:1 ~

"We dress the wound, God heals it," is the motto
of the Nigerian Christian Hospital (NCH) in Eastern
Ngura Country, Imo State, Nigeria. This summer, for
the first time, senior nursing students will be receiving
credit for working at NCH, according to Dr. Nancy
Clark, assistant to the nursing dean.
Clark said students participating in the program
this summer will receive four hours credit toward
graduation. The total cost of the program is $2,500
excluding the cost of tuition. In addition to working in
the hospital, the students will take clinicals in
pediatrics and obstetrics under the direction of Clark.
Clark wiii be heading the group of seven senior
nursing majors in addition to taking her husband,
Bill. assistant manager of American Heritage
Cafeteria, and their son Kris. The students presently
participating are Lisa Barton, Tammy Brown, Debra
Burkett, Marc Ebling, Corrie Glenn, Kim McCaskle
and Tanna Lentz, Clark said.
The students will be divided into groups of three
and four, each staying in Nigeria for six weeks, according to Clark. She said the nationals felt there were
not enough housing facilities for all seven of the
nurses to stay at once. The first group will leave for
Nigeria on May 28 and the second group will come
back to the States around Aug. 12.
The students going to Nigeria will be plunged into
an alien culture where sickness and poverty are
common. Tp prepare themselves for their new experiences Clark and the students attended an
orientation on medical missions in Nigeria held in
Dallas on Jan. 13, 14 and 15, Clark said.
Because of the inavailability of modern medicine in
Nigeria, the students will frequently see advanced
stages of such illnesses as malaria, anemia, hookworm, gastroemteristis, filariaris, skin infections and
tuberculosis, according to a NCH brochure. Ebfing
said the orientation was very enlightening in this area.
"If you were unsure about going, it could definitely
convince you not to go. They had some pretty
gruesome slides," he said.
"We are going to see a lot of diseases not prevalent
in the United States," McCaskle said. "But there will
be many opportunities for mission work."
Mission work is one of the major reasons some of
the students want to go to Nigeria this summer, Clark
said. "Some students are interested in third world
countries in missions. This will give them a preview."
McCaskell said she had been considering medical
missions for about three years when Clark told her
class about NCH last October.
"I had planned on doing mission work and I
thought this would be an opportunity to see if medical
missions really work," she said.
Lentz was also excited by the missions aspect of
NCH.
"As soon as they mentioned it I wanted to go. I've
been thinking of medical missions, and this would
give me an idea.of what it is like," she ~said.
Ebling. who is planning on going to Papua, New
Guinea some day, is sure he wants to go into medical
missions.
"I planned on going into missions, so when I heard
about Nigeria I decided to go. This is a stepping stone
for me," he said.
At orientation the students also learned that
Nigerians are very superstitious. According to Brown,
it is accepted practice to go to a "witch doctor" for
treatment of an illness.
Lentz is concerned about the culture differences.
"It really messes with your mind to think about going
into a different culture," she said.
However, Barton said the students will have to
accept the cultural differences. "The main thing we

have to remember is we are the foeigners over there
and we can't force our culture on them."
Not only are the health and culture of Nigeria much
different than the United States; their political
situation is less stable. One reason Clark went to the
orientation was to learn about the government, she
said.
Since Nigeria gained its independence from Britain
in 1960 there have been five military coups and two
civilian governments. The last coup occurred just last
month. However, Clark was told the new military
government will not be a threat to the Americans
working at the hospital. "We're not anticipating any
problem, but you are always cautious with developing
countries," she said.
The students were also confident about the safety of
living in Nigeria. "From the reports we hear it was a
peaceful takeover, and Dr. Farrar went there a week
ago," Brown said. Dr. Henry Farrar of Searcy is the
current resident American doctor at NCH.
Glen Boyd, president of African Christian
Hospitals, the organization which seeks support for
NCH, said the political situation in Nigeria seldom
interferes with the hospital. The only time the hospital
was affected by politics was during the 1967-1970 civil
war in which over one mi~lion people died.
At the beginning . of the war the non-Nigerian
members of the staff had to leave the country. During
the three-year war the hospital was used as a military
aid station and later as a Red Cross unit, according to
Boyd. When the staff returned at the end of the war
the hospital had to be completely re-established
because looters _f!ad stripped the property.
"The coups never did affect us at all. The coups
don't bother the villages. About 80 to 90 percent of
the people in Nigeria live in villages," Boyd said.
The hospital is in such a rural area that it is the only
medical facility in an area containing 100,000
inhabitants. The doctor-patient ratio is 1:50,000. In
1982, the hospital treated 31,000 people, he said.
The 75-bed facility contains an out-patient clinic,
male and female wards, pediatric ward, maternity
unit, surgery-x-ray unit, kitchen-laundry unit, .
mortuary and housing for non-Nigerians working at
the hospital, Boyd said. ·
It is located on 119 acres leased from three villages
for 99 years. It is also adjacent to the Onicha Bible
Training College, according to African Christian
Hospital literature.
The hospital is an outgrowth of earlier attempts at
health care by American· missionaries in the 1950s
and early '60s.
When the hospital was first established in 1965 the
staff consisted of a few missionaries, Farrar, his wife
and nurses Nancy Petty and Iris Savis, Boyd said.
Now, 19 years later, the staff has grown to over 100
people.
The church in Nigeria has also grown since a
successful Bible correspondence course was sent there
over 30 years ago. There are now over 1,000
congregations containing over 100,000 members. In
addition, over 100,000 people are participating in
correspondence courses, Boyd said.
Nigeria is the most populous country in · black
Africa with about one-fourth of all Africans within its
borders. The dominant religions in the country are
Islam, Christianity and Animism.
Though the church is growing in Nigeria, there are
still many who have never heard the word of God,
according to NCH literature.
Perhaps Ebling, when explaining why he decided to
become .a nurse instead of a doctor, best summed up
the purpose of NCH and the summer nursing
program. "I feel like nursing in third world countries
is best because their problems are hygiene and they
need teaching," he said. "Nursing would allow me on
the mission field sooner."
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Members of the hospital staff transport a patient from surgery [top left]. The staff preaches in outlaying
villages on Sundays and offers free innoculations afterwards. A Nigerian mother waits patiently [top right] so
that her child may be innoculated [above]. All rooms in the hospital open to an outdoor walkway [below]. A
NCH nurse [left] checks a patienfs blood pressure.

Photographs
courtesy of
Glen Boyd
of
African Christian
Hospitals
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University student represents US. in European conference
by Eddie Madden

Simpfenderfer said the conference was
much like a U.N. meeting, with the participants sitting at a U-shaped table,
speaking through interpreters and
listening on earphones.
During the two-day seminar, much of
the discussion on peace and disarmament
centered around U.S. actions such as the
deployment of missiles in West Germany.
And many of the questions were aimed at
him as a member of the Republican Party.
"I took a lot of heat," he said. "I knew it
was going to be tough. These people are
really leftists . . . and Reagan scares
them."

Bi.on features editor

Mike Simpfenderfer, a junior American
Studies major from Searcy, recently spent
14 days in Europe discussing U.S. disarmament and missile deployment as a
representative of the U.S. Youth Council
and the College Republicans. He and 12
other Americans representing the 18
member organizations of the Youth
Council were the guests of the West
German Youth Council.
Simpfenderfer, the national secretary of
College Republicans, said he was chosen
because of the work he does with the

"We've got to have a dialogue with these people. We can't
put walls up on our shores and ignore the rest of the
world."

.

.

f

- MIke Simpfender er

He explained that the West German

Republicans on the national level.
The U.S. group was supposed to
represent a cross section of political
views, with representatives associated
with the Young Democrats, the NAACP,
the Urban League and Young Americans
for Freedom, he said.
The purpo11e of the trip was to develop a
dialogue between the youth organizations,
Simpfenderfer said. The program of the
hip included meetings with various youth
political groups, a two-day conference
with the West German Youth Council, and
a grass roots survey of the West Germans.

council is greatly opposed to deployment,
and they unanimously passed a series of
points against U.S. deployment. The West
German and Berlin governments have put
about $4.5 million into a special peace
project against deployment.

He added, "I also had to articulate a
tough line so they couldn't maneuver us
into agreeing to be against deployment."
The main point of agreement between
the participants at the seminar was that
there is a need for better communication
between countries to reduce the chances of
nuclear war due to miscalculation.
. The need to prevent terrorist activities
and to keep nuclear weapons out of the
hands of terrorists was also agreed upon,
he said.
At the grass roots level, when they went
to the schools and talked to students they
found that the issue of U.S. deployment of
Pershing and cruise missiles in Europe
was split, as opposed to the unanimous
decision of the youth council, Simpfenderfer said. During the random polls,
they found that most of the people consider
freedom to be their greatest possession,
the one thing they would die for. And when
asked who in the world will do the best job
at preserving freedom, most said they
would look to the United States.
The group was allowed to take a very
regulated trip into communist East
Germany. ''You're not allowed to take
pictures of the wall from the east side or of
anything remotely military," Simpfenderfer said.
Every mile traveled had to be accounted
for. And they could change West German
money for East Gei'DUlll, but had to spend
it aU because what waa left was confiscated and could not be changed back.

Simpfenderfer claimed that he was an
unofficial spokesman for President
Reagan. He said, "I had to articulate very
vocally the President's viewpoint. I had to
be very aggressive on his policy of peace
through strength."

SEMI ANNUAL
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Spring dr~ma 'Between Two Thieves'
to focus on friends, enemies of Christ
man Tim Covington as David~ Stephen
Grimsley as J.udas, Scot Harris as Peter,
junior Connie Hill as Rebecca, senior Rona
Lyon as Sarah, senior Becky Maupin as
Mary, junior Robin Stark as Pilate,
sophomore Todd Thomp$on as Elias and
assistant professor of speech Dan Tullos
as Joseph.
Miller feels the play is important
because it examines who Christ is and why
he died. The play also brings in parallels to
everyday life in the twentieth century, he
said.
The play will be presented Monday,
' through Friday, Feb. 20..25, in the Little
Theatre.

The cast has been selected and is now
rehearsing for Between Two Thieves one
d. the two major spring drama productions, according to Robin Miller, instructor of speech and director of the play.
Between Two Thieves is a character
study of the individuals who were involved
in the trial of Christ and many who were
significant in his life and ministry. The
play seeks to find the reasons that Christ
was executed and decide if there was
ample evidence.
The cast for the show is fairly large and
includes sophomore David Asbill as John,
senior Dan Billingsley as Caiphas, fresh-
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TOP & BOTTOM SHOP

Sunday Bible Study- 10:00 a.m.
Sunday a.m. Worship- 10:45 a.m .
Sunday p.m. Worship-6:00p.m.
Wednesday-7:00p.m.

2021 E. Race

268-1737

The group visited Bonn, Cologne, and
Munich, as well as West Berlin. Six
members of the group also traveled to the
_American Embassy in Paris to meet with
four French youth groups.
Simpfenderfer said the trip made him
more aware of the freedoms Americans
have, but he added, "We should never
allow ourselves to become so isolated that
we don't understand what's going on."
"We've got to have a dialogue with these
people," he said. "Wecan'tputwalls up on
our shores and ignore the rest of the
world."

This is your invitation to
worship, study, and fellowship with us. We hope
to see you soon!

For more information
contact:
Dr. William Ryan
Mabee 226, Ext. 551
Home: 268-8029
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Three natio'nal exams are scheduled .---------Digest----.
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Deadline for registration for the
National Teachers Exam and test dates
for the Graduate Management Aptitude
Test and the Graduate Record Exam are
within the next two weeks.
The GMATwill be given in Bible 100 at 8
a.m. tomorrow. Although it is too late to
register, walk-ins will be admitted to the
eum. There will be a $20 walk-in fee plus
a $30 examination fee. Students should
bring their l.D. cards to the test.
The GRE will be given on Feb. 4.
The registration deadline has already
passed, but walk-ins will be admitted. The
walk-in fee will be $20 and the test fee is
$29.
The NTE registration deadline is Feb. 9.
This exam is for all students certifying to
teach. This date will the last time to take
the exam for students graduating in May
or August. Students certifying in more

Creative Writing
Contest
entry deadline
is today at 5 p.m.
Submit entries to
Ed White, A.S. 311.

than one area are encouraged to take this
exam.
The test date for the core battery exam
will be Mareh 24. The area exams will be
g1ven in April.
All education students are required to
q.ke this exam in order to graduate.

43 students selected
for Who's Who honors
Forty-three seniors have been selected
by the faculty for induction into Who's Who
in American Universities and Colleges.
The students were nominated by the
faculty and the student association based
on academic performance and service to
the University.
They are: Joyce Aebi, Sherry Alkire,
Kyle ,Beaty, Lizabeth Bell, Mary
Billingsley, Michael Brown, Blair Bryan,
Byron Carlock, Mary Carr, Briait' Casey,
Michael Corrigan, Marci Crump, Glenn
Dillard, Charles Dupre.
Michelle Ellis, Hugh Gaskill, Tammy
Graham, Wesley Hamm, Lori Henley,
Susan Holmes, Mary Hudson, Wade
Huffman, Jeffery Johnson, Cheryl Lewis,
Rees Lloyd, Etta Madden, Mary Martin,
Tonya Mitchell, Michelle Olree, Alan
Pryor.
Robyn Ransom, Darlena Reaves,
Robert Reely, Ellen Reid, Kelli Rowland,
Mel Sansom, Jay Savage, David Smith,
Donna Summerhayes, Jeff Tennyson, Tim
Thrasher, Kelly Van Patter and Terry
Yates.

ELEANOR'S
NEEDLEWORK AND KNIT SHOP
is having a SALE! ·

20 -

50o/o OFF EVERYTHING

Reagan Funds

Execution Etiquette

Although President Reagan has
delayed declaring himself an official
candidate, his fund-raising appeal is
already running strong. The
Reagan-Bush campaign's first
mailing has produced almost $3
million, a return one aide called
"phenomenal." This initial mailing
got an 8.5 percent rate of return,
well above the 4 percent level
usually considered very good. Also,
the appeal reached only the first
600,000 names on Reagan's target
list of 2.2 million donors, gathered
from Republican campaign com~
mittees and other GOP rosters. A
second mailing will go out after
Reagan makes his formal announcement Jan. 29. Reagan plans
to postpone active campaigning as
long as he can, perhaps to enhance
his presidential aura and conserve
his energy.

Convicted murderer James David
Autry lay strapped to a gurney for 63
minutes last fall, while saline
solution dripped through the needles
in his forearm and a crowd outside
the Huntsville, Texas jail chanted,
"Kill him! Kill him! " A court
granted Autry a reprieve before his
executioner administered poison
through the needles.
As a result of this ordeal, the
Texas Board of Corrections has
adopted more humane rules of
execution etiquette. From now on, a
condemned inmate in Texas will not
have to endure intravenous tubes
until shortly after midnight on
execution day, when appeals are
exhausted and the lethal dose can be
administered immediately. The
death chamber will be airconditioned and enlarged. And
outside barricades will keep
demonstrators beyond· shouting
range. The end result, of course, will
remain the same.

Steeling The Capitol

Long Book

As a result of last November's
Capitol Hill bombing, a security
overhaul has begun in the House and
Senate 'chambers. The seats on the
floor of the House of Representatives have been reinforced with
concealed steel plates. In the Senate
chamber, the interior windows in
the Republican cloackroom that
were blown out in the bombing are
being replaced with steel panels
covered with plaster: The House
chamber walls have also been
reinforced.

Helen Hooven Santmyer, an 88year-old resident of a Xenia, Ohio
nw'sing home has just completed a
1,344-page novel about small-town
America. What's so special about ..
. And Ladies of the Club? She began
writing the novel in 1929. And the
Book-of-the-Month Club has endorsed the book as "an absolutely
stunning story." When questioned
about her 50-year project, Santmyer
replied, "I'm kind of lazy."
"And," she added, "it's a · long
book."

KHCA ·.broadcasts new programs
to appeal;;: to diversified audience

(except DMC thread, needlepoint yarn)

Needlepoint, Counted Cross Stitch, Knitting
and Crochet Yarns, Threads and Supplies
•Framing
•Pillows

A short guide ro current national
news.

Campus radio station. KHCA is airing
some new programs this semester, according to Lou Butterfield, faculty advisor.

• Block & Finish Needlework
• Bell Pulls, etc.

KHCA has been- known as a Top 40
station in the past, but plans have been
made to make KHCA a station for all
types of listeners, according to Alan Kelm,
operations manager of the radio station.
The plans are to play everything from
country to classical music this semester.
KHCA is playing the listening music that
is required by the music appreciation
classes. "It can be a real hassle waiting in

901 N. Maple- Ph. 268-2923 Searcy

the library to listen to a tape. Now students
can turn on their radio and listen in their
rooms," Kelm said.
Other new programs being planned are
a new wave show and a new release show.
"We're playing new songs. We have
played a song in September that is just
now making the Top 40," Kelm said.
The station is also playing delayed
broadcasts of Bison basketball games this
semeste~;.

KHCA, 72am, is on the air from 6:30 to 9
a.m. and from 4 to 12 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 4 to 12 p.m. on Saturday
and Sunday.

Prescriptions
for

of ffiind:

314 N. Spring
120 E. Arch
2800 E. Race
1901 W. Pleasure

crft

Peace
Study hard and
have your prescriptions
filled at
Medical Center
Pharmacy!
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MEDICAL CENTER PHARMACY
Member
FDIC

268-9871

Located in Searcy Medical Center
2900 Hawkins Drive

268-3311
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Three:-game 'nosedive' drops Bisons to 3rd in AIC
Unable to pull out of a three-game
conference nosedive, the Bison basketball
team fell to the Arkansas Tech Wonder
Boys 64-52 Monday night in the University
gym.
The loss dropped the Bisons' conference
record to 4-3, placing them in a third place
tie with the University of Central
Arkansas going into last night's game
against Southern Arkansas in Magnolia .
The Bisons will have a chance to improve
their ranking as they host the Bears of
UCA this Monday night.
· One of the major causes for the sudden
downfall the team has experienced is the
loss of 6'5" forward David Allumbaugh,
according to Head Coach Jess Bucy.
Allumbaugh, one of the keys to the inside
game for Harding, broke a finger and was
unable to play in the Bisons' .three losses.
"Allumbaugh did a real good job for us
at high post," Bucy said. "Now we just
haven't got the kind of inside game that we
had with him in there."
Bucy plans to move Dwight Weaver, the
junior college transfer who has led the
Bisons in offensive rebounding this season,
to the high post position to replace
Allumbaugh.

.*

In Monday's loss to Tech, Rich Foster
led the Bisons with 14 points and two
rebounds while Allen Gibbons scored 12
points and pulled down 12 rebounds. Other
high scorers were Weaver with 12 points
and Kenny Collins with 11 points.
In the Bisons' three losses, including a
54-42 beating by conference-leading
College of the Ozarks, and a 74-62 loss to
Ouachita Baptist, Foster's outside
shooting has accounted for 46 points.
"Right now we're just not playing well.
We've been getting behind by a lot of
points early in the game, and then we
come back, but we just seem to run out of
gas toward the end of the game. We're
going to have to change some things if we
wan~ to start winning again," Bucy said.
The changes that the Bisons make will
have to come very quickly if the team is to
have a chance in the conference race,
according to Bucy.
"A lot of our problems are mental,"
Bucy explained, "and now is the time that
our guys are going to have to grit their
teeth and really play tough. In the next few
games, I think we're going to find out what
we're made of."

*

by Jud1 Sheppard Mlssett
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Playtime Building
1524 E. Race
Mon ., Wed., Fri. 8:50a.m.
Wed. 4:00
Tues. 5:30
M on .• Thurs. 7 :00p.m .

•

- Special Harding Student Rate $10.00 per month (8 classes)
$14.00 per month (12 classes)

It's a w.ild and w ooll y workout Ilia!
will co11dlllon you lolo lly, llfl your
spirits, put o bounce In your step, a
smi le on your face and reaffi rm the
positive, pleasohl side of your personality.

For Info Call:
268-9942 or 268-6224
Babysitting offered a.m . .-only

by YO KURABAYASHI

Junior forward Rich Foster puts one up and over a Wonder Boy defender .

Business-minded

northwest
church
of
Christ

You are
Welcome!

The Bison is accepting applications for the position of business manager
for the 1984-85 school year. Students interested in the position, which carries a scholarship, shou ld send a letter of appl ica tion and a resume to Dr.
Dennis Orga n at Box 811 . The deadl ine to tu rn in applications is Monday,
Feb. 6.

Braun Rd. & 16CW
San Antonio, Texas

I

-~

681-3002 • 6U-50A3

We hope you had a happy holiday season and that
you will make this the best semester yet ..

N
} "A friendly church where
u.
"'
Jesus is Lord and His
Word is the authority."

Come in for your roses, banquet favors, corsages,
and musical greeting cards - or
Just come by to browse and visit!
\ me

CORNER GIFT SHOP

='

This is your invitation to
worship, study, and fellow· WI'th US W h en you VI.·S I't
S h 1p
San Antonio. We hope to see
you soon!

On Campus Near The Science Building
We Deliver!

...

268-4741

..L..-------------------~

SundQy Bible Study· 8:45a.m.
Sunday A.M. Assembly • 10:00 a.m •
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Students assist track coach With study of training methods
by Sliawn Goodpasture
Bison staff writer

Finding the best technique for improving athletes' jumping ability is the
goal of a study being conducted by
assistant track and field coach Cliff Sharp.
The survey' which began last week,
involves over fifty participants in two-hour
sessions over a five week span. The fifty
are divided into five groups, each group
performing a different training method.
The survey is specifically .designed to
improve the jumping abilities of both the
track team and the women's volleyball
team, Sharp said. The one advantage of
the survey is that the most effective
method can be discovered by practicing
all the training methods at the same time.
Sharp has been quite pleased with the
help given by the student participants.
"Our students will always help you out,"
he said.
Before the two-hour sessions began, a
pre-test was, administered in which
jumping explosiveness was measured by a
standing hop, a triple hop, a vertical jump
and a flat-foot one step.
Two of the five groups are doing
calesthenics and weight lifting, respectively. One is practicing plyometrics,
which involves jumping on and off a box
while the muscles are held tense. Another

group is being tested in jumping against
resistance. They jump off a platform to
which they are strapped at the waist with
surgical tubes. A fifth group serves as the
control by playing intramural basketball,
which is l:onsidered the usual level of
physical activity, Sharp said.
Mter the six weeks have passed, the
measurements of the participants' jumping performances, recorded by Wilt
Martin, associate professor of recreation,
will be compiled for presentation in an
article concerning the survey. The article
will be co-authored by Sharp and Dr. Bill
White, team doctor for track and
basketball. It will be submitted for
possible publication in such national
athletic journals as Athlete and Coach and
National Strength and Conditioning
Journal.

Bisons vs. UCA

Monday at 7:30 p.m.
New Gym

* "* *

Bisons vs. UAM

Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
STATt FARM

New Gym

INSURANCE
®
FOR INSURANCE

by YO KURABAYASHI

Freshman Brian Anderson shows his jumping capacity with a standing hop

Decreased attendance, enthusiasm
not merited by basketball losses
to
Sports
to
Spectrum
r

CA~L

Vernon Rogers

268-8638

Order Valenines

1311 E. Race Ave.

Early

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm Is there.

10 Percent Discount

Balloon-A-Grams

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington, Illinois

268-4443

Take Control

...

We're looking for people who can
take control of the skies as pilots in the
U.S. Air Force. It's a challenging and
exciting career with great advantages
such as 30 days of vacation With pay
each year and complete medical care.
Plus, the opportunity to serve your
coun1ry. Talk to an Air Force recruiter
today.
CALL: SSGT lob Frasier
Collect 912-7A08

Mter my last column, I don't see how I
can get away withoot saying anything
about the Bisons and how they could go
through the basketball season with few, if
any, losses.
However, I don't take back anything I
said in the column because I still believe it
all to be true. You can't win your firSt four
conference games against Henderson,
UAM, Arkansas College and Hendrix
without having some talent.
We have the same players now as we
had at the beginning of the season ;....._ with
the exception of David Allumbaugh, who
played very well in.the first two or three
games and is sidelined with a hand injury
-but they don't look like the same team
on the court.
No one has all the answers to the recent
lmses to Ouachita and Arkansas Tech.
(Ozarks' defense swarmed us and their
players just beat us.)
I noticed Monday night, especially in the

first half, that there seemed be a lack of
excitement 'in the crowd, Which probably
showed up in the players, who didn't seem
at the right level have a good game and
were probably bothered after coming out
in tbe f"l.l"8t half with their shooting colder
than a well-digger's ear.
I was especially excited to see the large
crowd at Arkadelphia for tbe Ouachita
game. Just because we lose a couple of
games, I hope that it doesn't affect the
crowd support and student interest in the
team. I noticed that the crowd was down a
little bit at the Ar~ Tech game
Monday . 1 hope that it's because a lot of
people went to the second service at
College Church and not because we follow
the Bisons only when they're winning.

Wasn't it ironic that as Joe Beam spoke
of Job and the hardships that were laid
upon him although he' was "an upright
man, one that feareth God and turneth
away from evil," those mean men with
beards who wear, black and silver and
have a picture of a pirate on their helmet,
said that they ~ould run over their
mothers to win the Super Bowl and were
pounding in the heads of the Washington
Redskins? And that nice "family" of
players had a special church service
Saturday so they could play football on
Sunday.

•

Cathy· Looney has Relocated
(Formerly of Denise's Beauty Salon)

Now Located at Faye's Beauty Salon
306 N. Spring
In rear of Tot Shop

10% OH All Service to Harding Students
PERMS $37.50
Regularly $45

.. ~.68-6UO
Home Phone 261·1707
..... _,allll.
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Love for environment, teaching delay instructor's departure
by Etta Maddt>n

like.them unless I had something concrete
in front of me."
With that realization he decided to head
for Searcy. "l knew what I wanted before I
came here. And I took advantage of
everything this place had to offer," he
said, praising the opportunities available
at a Christian school.
But Maddox has been "discouraged with
something in the students here," he said,

Bison co-editor

they were hopeless materialists, but they
were fantastic teachers."
:Put not every graduate begins teaching
his first year after graduation. Not every
graduate has the ability to teach students
just a few years younger and work with
faculty members as much as forty y~
older than himself. Maddox's age has
given him no problems, he said, but he
doesn't volunteer it unless someone asks.

He had a reputation. Each year he said
that he was leaving, but he never left.
Randy Maddox came to the University
after his freshman year at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge. He planned to study here only one
year. But five years later, he's still
around.
Unlike many others who are around for
a fifth or sixth year, Maddox has finished
bla degree. He now teaches calculus,
trigonomet,ry and intermediate algebra .
What developed between the time- he
went to MIT as a freshman architecture
"If students don't see that what they're learning is going to
atudent and his graduation with a B.S. in
help them make money, they're not interested."
math'? Students don't often transfer from
prestigious institutions like MIT to small,
- Randy Maddox
private church-related ones.
Coming from Sulphur Springs, an ~st
Texas town of about 16,000, be was inlroduced to a totally .new environment, be
said. Living in a coed suite in a coed dorm
was only one of the adjustments be had to
He finds it amusing when asked by
explaining that he believes they abuse
make. Maddox laughed as lie explained
bookstore employees if be is currently
their opportunities for spiritual growth.
bow he got up early each morning to avoid
enrolled.
.
"So many of them are playing with fire."
nmning· into the girl in his su.i.te in the
Maddox praised the faculty for
He knew what he wanted in his spiritual
bathroom tbey shared. "And I stayed out
welcoming him. He immediately felt at
life when he left MIT, but Maddox was
Jate each night," he said.
home in the math department, but was a
uncertain
about
his career. The University
And he had to learn quickly about difbit apprehensive before his fJ.rSt Iaculty
has no degree in architecture and he liked
ferent values. "I'd never been around
"I wasn't sure how l would be
meeting.
math. "I didn't know what else you could
Jews. I didn't even know what a bagel
treated, but I was treated very well. Every
do with a math degree," he said, so he
was."
faculty member here wants to be on your
decided to teach.
As Maddox described it, he found
side. They really want to be," he emHis decision to teach was also influenced
himself in the midst of "the most heathen
phasized. "You don't find that at every
institution in the world" and "16,000 of the : by some of tbe teachers he had at MIT. "I
school."
bad some fantastic teachers. One was a
most bizarre people in the world. Of
Although he bas had good relations with
colleague ot: Einstein. Another, Philip
course, they were typical as far as the
students, he does have one pet peeve, he
Morrison, helped with the development of
world is concerned," he said. "But I
said. "It's really frustrating to me that
the nuclear bomb," he said "ot course,
realized that in four years I would become
people don't study. It never crossed my
mind that people wouldn't want to study if
they were enrolled .in school. It frustrates

.

me to no end.
"If students don't see that what they're
learning is going to help them make
money, they're not interested," he concluded.
Because Maddox likes to study, he fears
being labeled a ' 'math nerd." "I don't
want to be thought of as a person with an
unbalanced personality," be said.
He doesn' t work calculus problems in his
spare time; he likes to have fun just like
anyone else. Maddox plays the piano and
the cello. lie also has continued his work
with architecture and is a fan of Frank
lloyd Wright.
'During high · school I drew stacks of
plans," he said. "Most of them were far
out, typical of high school students.
There's no way they could be built. "
?4addox is currently working on a plan
for a house that be wiD probably build, he
said.
He's not sure where he will build the
house, because he's not sure where he wi:l1
be. Maddox plans to teach one more year
before continuing graduate studies in
topology at tbe University of Texas at
Austin. Topology, he explained, .is an
abstract form of geometry. After Iinishing
his Ph.D. he will return to teaching.
Although he has always said he was
going to leave, Maddox is certain he will
leave after next year. The longer a math
major waits to do his graduate work, the
less likely he is to fiiUsb lt, Maddox said.
He explained that math majors begin to
get job offers which are financially more
attractive than teaching.
But during his five years here, Maddox
has decided to teach. He admits that he
always said he was going to leave the
University, and in order to continue
teaching, he must to do it.

by YO KURABAYASHI

Randy Maddox explains integrals and derivatives to a calculus class .

Stotts Drug Company, Inc.
We Welcome
•

Open Credit
Charge Accounts!
Roger &
Virginia Williams
We will gladly assist you in setting up a
charge account for billing to your home!

StoHs Drug
Company, Inc.
268-2536

103 Arch St.
South Side of The Square

It's the real thing. Coke..
Trademark

Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life - Coca-Cola.
··coca-Cola· •nd "Coke · are

re~·,!ered

trade ·mark' wh•ch rdeni•I.Ythe "me producl olthe Coca Cola Company.

Bollled under the Authority of the COCA COLA BOTTLING CO. Of ARKANSAS, Searcy, Ark.

